
 

SLIMEOLOGY  Slimy, Gooey, and Gross.  FINALLY, a club all about SLIME.  We will 

make all different kinds of Non-Newtonian Fluids and explore the properties of matter.  If you 
can squeeze it between your fingers and toes, we are going to make it.  Floam, Sparkle Slime, 

and, of course, glow in the dark slime.  It’s a messy club made for the messiest of us all! 

Starts 11/5/2021 

RADICAL REACTION LAB   Enter our reaction lab and you will be transformed into a chemist!  

Create chemical concoctions that fizz, bubble, and ooze. Make your own chemical reactions to 

create a super polymer bouncy ball, meet the mysterious Mushroom Men, create your own Magic 
Crystal, and much more.  If you like mixing things up, then come get Radical in our lab! 

Starts 1/14/2022 

BLAST INTO SPACE    SPACE:  The Final Frontier!  In this club you will train to become 

a Space Voyager.  Learn about our Solar System, Planets, and beyond.  Design your own 
space vehicle.  Find out how it would be to live and work in space.  Enjoy Astronaut Ice 

Cream.  Build your own squeeze rocket.  Don't miss out on this cosmic adventure! 

Starts 4/22/2022 

SCIENCE BLOOPERS AND PRACTICAL JOKES    OOPS!  Is it a blooper or something quite 

super?  Discover the fun behind Serendipity Science as we use some crazy science to do amazing 
projects. Create your own Talking Cup.  Experiment with the vanishing quarter.   Have fun with 

your friends doing Amazing Feats of Science.  Astound an audience with our terrific but very 

scientific magic tricks. Sign up today, and you'll be the one who has the last laugh! 

Starts 2/25/2022 

1-866-KIDZ FUN (1-866-543-9386) 

Find us on social media! 
#ScienceMattersinAmerica 

Montessori Peaks Academy 
 

• Meets on Fridays from 3:10 – 4:10pm in the Art 
Room for 5 weeks 

• Grades K-5 

• Price: $89 
 

For exact dates check the website 

Register at: 
www.ScienceMatters.tv 

Help keep everyone safe – 

Masks are required in this club 


